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o In 2017, 13,000,000 Syrians were displace internally and 5,000,000 outside Syria 
(UNHCR, 2017b). 

o As one of the five neighbouring refugee host countries, Jordan had over 650,000 
Syrian refugees registered with the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR), in addition to 65,000 living in remote areas near the northern-east 
border with Syria.

o According to the UNICEF’s Syria Crisis Situation Report, this figure includes 
around 35% male and 65% female and child refugees (UNHCR, 2017b).

Qualitative research

o We adopted an exploratory qualitative approach

o Qualitative empirical material from semi-structured 
interviews with refugees and focus groups with aid agency 
workers were conducted during 2016/17. 

o This work was complimented with observations and the data 
was open coded and analyzed to identify key themes. 

o We received research support from the Jordanian Hashemite 
Fund for Human Development (JOHUD) 

Theoretical framework
o An important feature of Elias’s work is the notion that fluctuating, 

asymmetrical power balances are a central element of all human 
relationships (Elias 1970). 

o On this understanding, established-outsider relations between 
more or less powerful groups provide a critical point of departure 
for examining human interdependencies within all social and spatial 
contexts (Lever and Powell 2017). 

o A central aspect of all such relations is the interplay between the 
image people have of themselves, the image they have of others, 
and the interplay and affect of what different social groups say 
about each other (Elias and Scotson 2008).

o In an edited collection examining 
Palestinian-Israeli figurations in 
the West Bank and ‘Israel’ 
(Rosenthal 2016)…

o …Palestinians are shown to have 
a strong ‘homogenising ‘we-
image’ and ‘we-discourse’ that 
binds them together internally 
and positions them directly vis-à-
vis Israelis. 

o ‘We Palestinians have no internal 
conflicts, we only have conflicts 
with the Israelis’ (Rosenthal 2016, 
17).

Theoretical framework Syrians arriving in Jordan as refugees

• “Refugees have many skills. I have seen these 
skills demonstrated inside and outside camps 
at very good standards. Mainly baking skills, 
carpentry, car mechanics, electricity, and 
plumbing and sanitation”. (Aid Agency worker)
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A ‘we-image’ & discourse 

• “We are perceived as competitors to citizens, 
and whenever we are offered a chance to 
work they feel angry about it despite the fact 
that we are working for a third the amount of 
money a citizen would be paid. We are blamed 
for the increase in prices here” (Refugee).

Linked back to life in Syria

• “Syrians are well known for the skills they have 
and maybe the nature of life we lived in Syria 
has taught us to be responsible and self-
sufficient, and for that we have grown to learn 
many skills that help us run businesses and 
generate income.” (Refugee)

A ‘they-image’ amongst Jordanians

• “We Syrians are not racists, but… the hatred 
we see sometimes from Jordanians against us
forces us to become racists as well.”

Exploitation

• “As a refugee, I have to accept whatever small 
amount of money the business owner is offering 
me, because there is no alternative. However, by 
doing that I know that I am harming citizens by 
feeding the greed of the employer to hire 
‘cheaper’ human resources.”

• “As a refugee, I have no choice but to accept 
any income-generating activity, no matter 
how little, to support my family.” 

Going into business with a Jordanian

• “[T]he Jordanian will end up putting all the 
rules of the business and deciding how 
everything is run, and I as Syrian have to obey 
and follow the rules, or otherwise, I’m out."

Earning a living through entrepreneurship

• “I have a hair dressers place which I have started 
with my own savings, however, it’s not registered 
under my name... My daughter is married to a 
Jordanian, so it’s registered under her name as she’s 
got Jordanian citizenship. The shop is working well, 
but if someone complains about me, then they will 
grab me and take me back to the camp because I 
don’t have a work permit and I’m not allowed to 
work!”
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Reflections in ‘we-image’

• “We are forced to follow twisted illegal paths 
to feed our families”.

• “Outside camps we live day by day. We work 
one day and stop for 10, we are at the risk of 
being caught any time, and would agree to do 
anything, in bakeries, restaurants, shops”. 

A transitory stage… with no end in sight…
• “The simplest way to describe refugees’ lives 

after years of working with them is to say it’s 
an unstable life or a transitory stage. They feel 
it’s a temporary phase that they are going 
through....” (Aid Agency worker)

• The final stage of incorporation into a new 
country is rarely achieved (Chavez 1991) 

Some conclusions…
o As efforts to find work or earn a living through entrepreneurship in the 

informal economy are restricted, young men in particular become 
vulnerable.

o As anxiety grows and feelings of discrimination increase, frustration and 
dissatisfaction flourish, conditions that have been associated with 
radicalization.

o While under conditions of armed conflict and war, occupational survival 
strategies make sense, at the end of a crisis this situation can undermine
‘the ability of workers to retreat to the previous perceptions of work.’
(Xypolytas 2018, 641).

o In this context, low status, poor pay and exploitation can have detrimental 
effects on the social positioning of refugees in host countries.

Thanks for listening…


